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Agility Desktop

Flexible Working – at home, the office or on the go

Ever wanted to be able to use your Office 

applications from anywhere with minimal fuss? 

Agility Desktop offers a combination of technologies that let 

you take your desktop with you, wherever you go. Giving 

you access to all your applications (Word, Excel, Sage and 

so on) wherever you happen to be working. 

Since Agility Desktop is so flexible, you can save time, 

increase productivity and get your job done without 

worrying about IT systems. 

Flexible – perfect if you work from home

Saves money – no need to buy expensive software like 

Microsoft Office

Makes your life simpler – no servers or backup systems 

to buy or maintain

Consistent – your preferences are always the same

More secure – with data stored safely, backed up “just in 

case”  something goes wrong

You’ll always be working from the latest version

Grows with you – adding new users is simple and fast, 

so the solution grows as your business does

Simple charging – fixed monthly costs per person with 

no hidden extras

We wanted an affordable, 

scalable and secure solution for 

a new project – Agility Desktop 

ticked all the boxes and VPW 

seamlessly managed the 

migration from our existing 

systems.

One week after going live, the 

manager broke his leg and 

because we had Agility Desktop, 

he was able to carry on working 

from home, with full access to all 

his apps, files and email. His 

ability to continue working saved 

him having to take sick leave.

MR DARK, ICT MANAGER

GOLDENSTONES LEISURE

What does it do for you?
What do customers say?
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So what can you do with Agility Desktop?
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How about trying the service?

We’re happy to provide a demo of the Agility 

Desktop service  to you – either in-person or by 

providing you with a 30-day free trial of the 

service, so you can see for yourself just how 

useful it is for your business. There’s absolutely 

no obligation – just give it a whirl.

Agility Desktop fits perfectly in environments which have lots of “shift” staff 

– such as Leisure Centres, Hotels, and Call Centres – but works just as well 

in a single small office for 2 – 3 people!

It’s also perfect if you have staff who work remotely – from home, a remote 

office or out on the road – no more does critical business data have to live 

on a laptop at risk!

Key Features Typical Software Products

No servers needed

Backups of data included

Easy to expand/change

Works with other services 

such as Agility Mail and 

Agility Voice

Microsoft Word, Excel, 

PowerPoint and Access

Quickbooks Accounts

MS Project Professional

Sage Instant Accounts or 
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More advanced uses for Agility Desktop…

How much does it cost?

The cost of the service depends on how many 

people you need to use it, what software you 

take with your subscription and any other things 

we can offer to meet your particular needs – but 

it starts from £20 a month, so it’s a cost-

effective option too.

For the most demanding needs, Agility Desktop can even support custom software – those 

specialist products you need in your industry. That’s how flexible Agility Desktop can be for you.

Product 

features

Agility Desktop is a perfect service for any small business that needs flexible desktop systems to run 

common software like Microsoft Office or Quickbooks accounts software. It is also useful if you want 

people to move between computers, or work flexibly – such as “on the road”…


